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initial frequencies were started at 20°C and at 29.5°C under uncrowded conditions, to test whether the rare S allele would
persist in the populations. The F2 generations were analyzed, and the observed numbers of genotypes were tested for
deviations from the expected ratio and allele frequencies were followed for 15 generations, with 100 individuals per
sample. We also tested the F2 generation under more stressful developmental conditions.

In Table 1 the frequencies of the rare a-Gpdhs allele in D. simulans populations started with different
frequencies at 20°C and 29.5°C under optimal developmental conditions are presented. In generation one (= F2) no
deviations from the expected 1: 1 or 1:2: 1 genotypic ratios were observed. A slight decrease in a-Gpdhs frequency is
observed after 10 and 15 generations at both temperatures. At 29.5°C a tendency for heterozygote advantage was

observed at all three starting frequencies in generation one, and the combined data showed a significant excess of
heterozygotes (P -: 0.05). The tendency of heterozygote advantage was also observed in later generations at 29.5°C. This
is possibly the reason for the lower decrease in a-Gpdhs frequency at that temperature. Under stressful developmental
conditions, i.e., high laral crowding, a highly significant deviation from the expected numbers of genotypes was
observed (X22 = 20.27, P -: 0.001). Under these conditions, individuals homozygous for the rare S allele have a
significant fitness disadvantage compared to homozygous FF and heterozygote individuals. Fitness values derived from
F2 ratios of the three genotypes were .65, 1.00, and .86 for SS homozygotes, heterozygotes, and FF homozygotes,
respectively.

We observed clear differences in a-Gpdh genotype frequencies between optimal and stressful conditions. The
fitness differences among a-Gpdh genotypes under stressful conditions may be caused by functional restrictions of the
enzyme product of the rare allele. Only under conditions without these restrictions, the rare allele may be maintained in
the population or species.
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bm (bombolles) a wing mutation of D. subobscura.

When analyzing a sample of D. subobscura fles from Observatori Fabra (Barcelona) many fles with abnormal
wings were detected. Young fles presented big bubbles in the wings due to lymph accumulations between the two cell
layers of this body strcture. Usually bubbles tear after a few days releasing the lymph. As a consequence the wings get
crumpled in the places where lymph bubbles were present and the wing tips curl upwards. Many individuals also showed
bubbles inside their abdomens, being bulky and presenting alterations in the tegument oftheir abdominal segments.

The trait is autosomal and recessive. Its penetrance is incomplete and its expressivity is variable.
All these characteristics are similar to other mutations described in D. subobscura as bubble, bladder and blister-

curly (Krimbas, 1993).
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